Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
N the last years, a lot of attention has been given to Regionof-Interest (ROI) or selective wavelet coding due to an increasing importance of two different but correlated aspects: the scalability need (to meet heterogeneous communication and storage resources and Quality of Service issues) and the content analysis and indexing need (to manage and describe, at various semantic levels, the information contained by visual data). Selective wavelet coding can be used to produce separate ROI and background (BG) coded streams or to produce a (scalable or progressive) bit-stream where the ROI quality is kept higher than the BG one, until the lossless or near-lossless ROI representation is reached. The quality difference between ROI and BG can be modulated by assigning a scaling factor to the mask in the various sub-bands. Irrespective of the ROI shape in the spatial domain, the subband weighting mask can be easily created by considering the coefficients involved in the wavelet decomposition of the ROI [1] , [2] : at each decomposition level the ROI domain is slightly expanded because of the filtering and then halved by the subsampling. One of the peculiarities of the still image coding standard JPEG2000 is the possibility of implementing a 1 This work was supported in part by the European Community Network of Excellence "SCHEMA".
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ROI coding [3] according to two different approaches, i.e. the "max-shift" and the "scaling-based" techniques, which are presented in the standard specification documents: part 1 (baseline [4] ) and part 2 (extensions [5] ) respectively. The first approach exploits the possibility of representing an arbitrarily shaped ROI by shifting the ROI coefficient values on the top of the BG coefficient range. This actually produces a separate ROI-BG bit-stream. The second approach realizes a coefficient ranking by using a sub-band coefficient weighting mask prior to the quantization stage, producing a bit-stream where ROI and BG are coded together with a different quality level. In this case the ROI shape must be first indicated to the decoder and, in the case of JPEG2000, it should be elliptical or rectangular. Despite those possibilities, the actual development of the ROI coding depends on some application dependent issues. In fact, there are many different selective coding application fields, but they usually require original solutions and a customized definition of the ROI coding modalities and communication scenarios. This significantly influences the choice of the appropriate ROI coding technique, but also the nature and degree of interaction with the user, the communication modalities, the storage policy and the application interface usability. Some of those issues are addressed in JPEG 2000, part 9 ( JPIP [6] ); nevertheless the ROI usage remains critical when it becomes essential to preserve the semantics of the visual content. Our contribution here is to introduce some new solutions which make the ROI coding more flexible with respect to the above perspective so as to cope with the open questions of the use of ROI coding in general and also critical environments. The proposed approaches remain consistent with the specifications of JPEG2000. We consider the conventional ROI co-decoding with mask generation in the wavelet domain, which can be found in JPEG2000 -part 2, where is called "scaling-based" method. In this framework we have the possibility of defining one or more ROI and to qualify them with a scaling parameter linked to the relative importance or "saliency" of the ROI with respect to the rest of the image (i.e. the BG). In the case of multiple and mutually overlapping (in the image or wavelet domain) ROI's, we assume, as it is reasonable and also foreseen in [5] , that the maximum value among the intersecting ROI's must be selected ("max-rule"). In [7] , [8] we presented, especially for a specific application field, the possibility of qualifying the ROI with another parameter, that cannot be directly handled within the considered framework. This additional parameter represents the "focus" degree of the ROI, determining the extent of the quality decay between ROI and BG. We observed that a sharp quality transition at the ROI boundaries could be perceived as an artifact. Depending on the semantics of the image content and the extent of the ROI, this can impair the subjective quality of the coded image. Thus, we proposed a masking function family with a sharp to smooth parameterized decaying profile. In this work we propose (Sec.II) and experiment (Sec.III) an alternative (but virtually equivalent) way of managing this problem based on a set of concentric ROI's with similar shape (rectangular or elliptical) and different dimensions. Due to the max-rule for overlapping ROI's, this set defines a staircase pyramid masking function, the inclination of which can be modulated thanks to the "focus" parameter.
II. ROI CODING WITH CONTROLLED QUALITY DECAY
This section describes in detail the selective coding process by coefficient masking techniques. It also introduces a new parameter to control the quality drop in the correspondence of the ROI boundary.
A. ROI coding of images
As mentioned above, in the JPEG2000 standard there are two different regions of interest (ROI) coding modalities. The first one is described in the core coding system [4] , it uses a weighting mask to separate the ROI/BG coefficient range values and thus it provides for a separate ROI/BG bit-streams with the benefit of avoiding the transmission of the ROI shape. The second modality is described in the extensions [5] and allows an integrated representation and transmission of the ROI and BG by maintaining a better reconstruction quality in the ROI, with a scaling factor that can be decided by the user. In this case the ROI shape must be explicitly transmitted before coding the coefficients. Such shape is limited to be a rectangle or an ellipsis, due to their synthetic parameterization, which does not influence the coding performance, even in the case of multiple ROI's. Both these modalities determine a clear quality drop in correspondence to the ROI boundaries. The sharpness of this transition is slightly mitigated by the action of the reconstruction filters [1] . In some situations, the user could perceive this transition as an artifact itself [7] , therefore the need of a smoothed quality decay arises. Moreover, some studies [9] , [10] argue that, from a perceptual point of view, an ideal ROI coding should follow the spatial resolution of the human visual system: the ROI corresponds to the foveation area and the surrounding reconstruction quality must be at least proportional to the photoreceptors density of the retina. Obviously, the dynamic nature of the focal points, i.e. of the perceptual interest, constitutes a great problem for consumer electronics implementations, so that at present perceptual ROI coding can only be considered theoretically. Unlike the perceptual interest, the semantic interest has a more static nature, especially when images are observed with specific objectives, but equally benefits from a perceptual quality optimization [11] . In the following we describe a means to adjust the ROI quality decay, which can be easily used and described in a manner fully compliant to JPEG2000 part 2 specifications. Our solution makes use of a set of concentric ROI's, with decreasing scaling factors, which surround the center of attention.
B. Quality decay control with concentric ROI masks
In the "scaling-based" approach, both elliptical and rectangular ROI selections can be described by the coordinates (x t ,y t ) and (x b ,y b ) of the opposite top-left and bottom-right angles of the selected rectangle (which circumscribe the ROI in the case of elliptical selection); this is shown in Fig.1 . Therefore, in the image domain, the ROI can be described by the geometry vector Ge=(x t ,y t ,x b ,y b ,t) (where t indicates the shape type), and can be represented by a binary mask ROI(Ge,x,y) as shown in Fig.2 . Let us call a = min(|x t -x b |,|y ty b |) and b= max(|x t -x b |, |y t -y b |) as the smaller and greater diameter (side) of the ellipsis (rectangle). In the sub-band domain a ROI selection generates a corresponding binary sub-band mask M(u,v) ((u,v) being the sub-band coefficient coordinates). The image to sub-band domain mask conversion is not univocal: in order to actually represent all the ROI pixels with an uniform (eventually lossless) reconstruction quality, without any degradation on the ROI contour, the action of the synthesis filters in the subsequent image reconstruction is usually taken into account [1] , [5] , but other solutions could also be adopted [10] , [11] by exploiting the scale-space properties of the multi-resolution representation. In the following, the above conversion is performed by the binary operator SMG (sub-band mask generator) such that M(u,v) = SMG(ROI(Ge,x,y)) (or, in an abbreviated notation, M(u,v) = SMG(Ge)) is 0 for sub-band BG and 1 for sub-band ROI area, as shown in Fig.2 . To indicate the relative importance of the ROI with respect to the BG a "saliency" factor Sa can be defined. Thus the Sa parameter must be converted into a sub-band coefficient scaling factor s which determines the quality gap between the ROI and BG reconstruction quality. The scaling factor could be chosen to be a power of two, s = 2 N , where N actually represents the number of bit-plane up-shifts for the ROI coefficients in the sub-band domain [5] . Actually, this is a JPEG2000 restriction in order to handle scaling multiplication by faster bit-plane shifts. A scaling (shifting) mask S can thus be defined in the wavelet domain as S (u,v ) = N · M(u,v) . The presented ROI framework leads to a syntax in JPEG2000 part 2, where multiple ROI can also be defined. Within this scope we present a solution to control the ROI quality decay. An additional ROI "focus" parameter, Fo is needed; this has been suggested on the basis of perceptual and semantic concerns. The Fo is expressed, at a given scale, by the user or eventually by an assisted procedure. A high Fo value corresponds to a sharp quality transition need; on the contrary, a low Fo signifies that the interest is not strongly localized in the ROI region, therefore the ROI neighborhoods must be gradually degraded. We propose to approximate the quality decay by a tiered pyramid of concentric ROI's, with the original ROI on the top. In our bit-plane coefficient scaling framework the tier levels are a set of decreasing bit-plane shifts. The number of tiers is then implicitly defined by the number N and the pyramid should be constructed using a set of N ROI's, the geometry of which is indicated by the vector Ge (n) , where n ∈ [1,N]. The Fo is rendered, by means of a mask parameter f, as the size ratio between the top (N) and bottom (1) tiers of the pyramid: the highest focus is represented by f=0 while, by convention,
, where a (N) = a, and a (1) is the smaller diameter of the greater ROI. This way, when f = 1 the pyramid lateral extension [(a (1) -a (N) ) / 2] has the same size of the original ROI smaller diameter. Given the user defined triplet (Ge,Sa,Fo), such that N > 1 and f > 0, a set of ROI is then defined for n = 1…N : 
The V operator compares the matrices and selects the maximum value at each (u,v) position, generating the sub-band pyramids. Fig.3 shows different mask pyramids for some values of f while Fig.4 actually shows the action of (1) and (2) on the user defined (Ge,Sa,Fo) input.
C. Benefits, limits and application fields
The evaluation of the usefulness and effectiveness in using the f parameter depends on the specific system and application, and should be determined by balancing the benefits of controlling the quality decay given the system constraints and the related side effects. We can highlight some facts by considering the general cases of target ROI quality and limited coding rate:
1. With a fixed target quality on the ROI region (derived for example from a visually lossless exigency) the tuning of f implies a perceptual benefit and a subjective (cognitive) image quality improvement. Those benefits cost in terms of coding rate (CR) growth, depending on the ROI extent and the value of f. However, for typical cases, a marked quality improvement is paid with a small CR rise. 2. Considering a fixed amount of coding resources (which can be intended in terms of a fixed CR) the modulation of parameter f spatially determines different allocations of the coding resources. Typically, when f rises the BG quality decreases because the coding resources are more concentrated in the vicinity of the ROI, the objective quality of which also decreases of a certain amount. However these usually are secondary effects compared to the improved representation of the ROI area due to the proposed quality decay control.
Applications which currently or potentially profit by a spatially selective coding should benefit by the proposed quality control (e.g. the broad range of visual data interchange by multimedia devices and networks), while for some specific applications the possibility of managing the ROI-BG quality decay could be considered a critical factor if not essential, in order to decide the possibility of making good use of selective coding. Examples of those critical applications can be found in the fields of aerial, satellite, biomedical, manufacture quality inspection, surveillance imaging, specific target photography, … D. JPEG2000 conformance issues What has been proposed can be applied to a general wavelet coding technique and also perfectly implemented using a fully compliant JPEG2000 syntax. Indeed multiple ROI can be defined in accordance to the standard specifications where, in the case of overlapping ROI, the max-rule is applied [5] . However, being the quality decay management not explicitly considered by JPEG2000, a certain redundancy in the ROI pyramid description is necessary. In fact, even if only 7 parameters (x t , x b , y t , y b , t, f, s) would be sufficient to correctly build the S(u,v) of (2), following the JPEG2000 syntax (see [5] annexes A and L) a set of 6·N parameters has to be declared (5·N for Ge (n) and N scaling factors). In addition, JPEG2000 performs an optimized scaling for each coding block, but this is transparent to our technique.
III. ROI CODING EXAMPLES
As a first example, we selectively code 2 a picture representing a wall using the "scaling-based" approach and the above multiple concentric ROI method. The ROI is simply a circle with radius 70, centered in the middle of the image. In Fig.5 the original image I x,y (a) is coded at a fixed CR of 0.27 bit per pixel (bpp), with a conventional (b) and two different concentric ROI pyramids: f = 0.32 and f = 0.64 are used to obtain (c) and (d) respectively. In each case a scaling factor s = 2 4 (N = 4) has been used. The images clearly show the visual effect of the quality decay control. Fig.6 shows a PSNR(r) measure evaluated on the decoded images Î x,y along the circumferences C(r), concentric to the ROI and having radius r:
The PSNR(r) diagram clearly show the quality decay pattern and the quantitative effect of the coding resource spatial distribution among the different ROI settings. A second example is proposed in Fig. 7 to show the fixed ROI quality case. The lower half of the 512x512 graylevel Goldhill picture is considered, where the ROI is an ellipsis encircling the walking man, Fig. 7(a) . Fig. 7(b) shows the conventional selective coding result with a near lossless target 2 The presented techniques are not associated to a specific codec. In this paper, the EMDC progressive morphological wavelet coder presented in [12] has been used. quality on the ROI (determined on a bit-plane completion base). Fig. 7(c) shows the pyramidal ROI case, with f =1.9. In both cases the factor N was set to 4. The smoothed quality decay result determines a slightly superior CR but a definitely improved visual quality when looking at the ROI area. Typical application of this kind of coding could be for example:
-surveillance with ROI on moving objects, -information query and retrieval and visual data interchanging systems where users determine their own spatial interest, -medical applications with region of diagnostic interest.
IV. CONCLUSION
Where applications allow the definition and use of ROI's, the success of such a selective coding is mainly connected with a quick and flexible ROI management. In addition, for some professional environment, the relations between selective coding potential benefits and working environment constraints and practice can be of crucial importance. In this paper a smoothed ROI-BG quality decay control has been introduced in a multiple ROI framework. The presented technique can be implemented compatibly to a JPEG2000 environment. The new focus parameter states a general user need (perceptual, aestethic,...) or enables to better preserve the semantic meaning of the images. A proper use of the presented quality control gives an actual benefit in terms of image perception or interpretation, with normally tolerable performance costs. Moreover the triplet (Ge,Sa,Fo) actually provides additional information (descriptor) which could have interesting repercussions with respect to the semantic relevance of the viewer.
